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And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: and God saw that it was good.

Gen. 1:14-18

The universe was created with purpose and reason; and modern science with all of its experiments, exploration, and sophistication has never proven otherwise. In fact, as author Dr. Danny Faulkner makes plain, advanced science argues more for a created cosmology than a big bang. Written for the upper-level student through the well-read layman, Universe by Design explores the universe, explaining its origins and discussing the historical development of cosmology from a creationist viewpoint. Includes:

- Recent developments in cosmology
- Explanatory diagrams and illustrations
- Theories and facts on the origin and expansion of the universe
- The contributions of Ptolemy, Galileo, Brahe, Newton, Hubble, Einstein, and other famous scientists to the field
- Thorough discussion and problems with the big bang theory
- Many examples and analogies to help understand concepts of cosmology
- Difficulties and critiques of modern cosmology
- Chapter questions and answers for homeschool study

As an excellent supplement to an upper-level homeschool curriculum or the library of an astronomer - amateur or advanced - this book will inform and enlighten the scientific mind.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book was a great primer on the major perspectives on cosmology from both a secular and Christian point of view. Faulkner is honest about the shortcomings in both and tries to lay out some groundwork for continued studies in developing a fully Biblical cosmology not tied to "the big bang
theory." This work might be hard to follow for someone who doesn't have at least a little knowledge in this realm as it gives brief summaries of major theories and problems. Faulkner does not try to explain away fundamental concepts of science, including relativity and quantum physics, as some have tried to do, but instead welcomes them as valuable allies in understanding a universe made by design.

If you want a basic understanding of current theories both secular and Biblical what is known and how, this book will enlighten you. There is also a great appendix section explaining how facts about the universe are actually obtained.

As a student of creation science and a student of the Bible, it is a joy for me to read a book written by a person who is well trained in cosmology and yet trusts God's inerrant word. Well done! I would encourage this book for those who are looking for answers of origins and yet wonder if the theories currently in fashion represent truth.
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this perspective much needed in current world

Great book. I enjoyed the Biblical perspective that Faulkner used throughout his book. I found it a bit deep though...

I needed this book for school. It was great quality, accurately described, reasonably priced, and shipped to me within a few days. I am so grateful!

This book approaches all the material well, covers a variety of topics and is written by a highly qualified scientist!
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